This paper is continuation of our previous work ([l], [2], [3]) to understand the identification problem of linear system theory from the viewpoint of nonlinear filtering. The estimation algebra of the identification problem is a subalgebra of a current algebra. It therefore follows that the estimation algebra is embeddable as a Lie algebra of vector fields on a finite dimensional manifold. These features permit us to develop a Wei-Norman type procedure for the associated Cauchy problem and reveal a set of functionals of the observations that play the role of joint sufficient statistics for the identification problem.
Introduction
Consider the stochastic differential system:
(1) dyt = <c(8),xt>dt + dv,.
Here {w } and {v 1 are independent, scalar, standard, Wiener processes, and {xt} is an lRn-valued process. Assume that 8 To ynderstand the structure of the estimation algebra G it is well-worth considering an example. This space can be given the structure of a Lie algebra (over the reals) in the following way: In [3] we observe that G admits a faithful representation as a Lie algebra of vector fields on a finite dimensional manifold. Specifically, consider the system of equations,
The system of equations (11) To illustrate Theorem 1, consider the Lie algebra of example 1. The embedding equations (11) take the form d9 = 0 dp = ( 9 -p )dt 2 2 dz = -pzdt + pdy,
The induced maps on Lie brackets are given by ek(e a/ax) = 6 a / a z k = 0,1,2, ...
Ok(0 X)
= e (pa/az -za/as) k = l,z,. , .
ak(e 1)
= e a/as k = 1,z, ... / / ( 1 4 ) , one can show by differentiating Qt that Qt satisfies eqn. (7). In other words, the system (11)- (15) with initial condition (14) is a finite dimensional recursive estimation for the posterior density Q(t,eo). We have thus verified the homomorphism principle of Brockett [8] : that finite dimensional recursive estimators must involve Lie algebras of vector fields that are homomorphic images of the Lie algebra of operators associated with the unnormalized conditional density equation.
. A Sobolev Lie Group Associated to G:
It has been remarked elsewhere ([8] , [13] , [21] , [22] and [3] ) that the Cauchy problem associated with (8) may be viewed as a problem of integrating a Lie algebra representation. In this connection one should be interested whether there i s an appropriate topological group associated with G. We have the following general procedure.
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension d. Let L be a Lie algebra of dimension n<m. We can always view L as a subalgebra of the general linear Lie algebra gL(m;IR), m>n (Ado's theorem), Assumption:
Let G={exp(L) }GCgL(m;IR ) be the smallest Lie group containing the exponentials of elements of L. We assume that G is a closed subset of gL(m;R).
Define,
Clearlye is an algebra under pointwise multiplication and Let {(Ua,va)l be a Cm atlas for M f f @, define 1' 2 where /fI2 = tr (f'f). (17) (Here k=d/2+s . s>O). Letek be the completion of e and dk the completion of P in the norm 11 .'I (&k is closed in ek). By the Sobolev theorem, ek is a Banach algebra and the group operation
is a topological group.
k
Proceeding as before, one can given a Sobolev completion of% to obtain ik an infinite dimensional Lie algebra where once again by the Sobolev theorem the bracket operation For our purposes L will be idsntified with a faithful matrix representation of Go. Thus we associate with the identification problem a Sobolev Lie group which is a subgroup ofdk corresponding to Go.
Remark:
One of the important differences between the problem of filtering and the problems of Yang-Mills theories is that in the latter case there are natural norms for Sobolev completion. This follows from the fact that in Yang-Mills theories, the algebra L is compact (semi-simple) and one has the Killing form to work with. In filtering problems is never compact. 0
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The Integration Problem & Sufficient Statistics
In [3] we look for a representation of the form, p(t,x,e)=exp(g, (t,e)Al). ..exp(gn(t,e)An)p0 (18) for the solution to the equation (8). In the case of example (1) 
